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Close. I could smell his breath and see the red around the sides of his eyes.
Close on me he stopped and raised on his back legs and hung over me,
his forelegs and paws hanging down, weaving back and forth gently as he
took his time and decided whether or not to tear my head off.
I could not move, would not have time to react. I knew I had nothing
to say about it. One blow would break my neck. Whether I lived or died
depended on him, on his thinking, on his ideas about me—whether I was
worth the bother or not.
I did not think then.
Looking back on it, I don’t remember having one coherent thought
when it was happening. All I knew was terrible menace. His eyes looked
very small as he studied me. He looked down on me for what seemed
hours. I did not move, did not breathe, did not think or do anything.
And he lowered.
Perhaps I was not worth the trouble. He lowered slowly and turned
back to the trash, and I walked backward halfway to the house and then
ran—anger growing now—and took the rifle from the gun rack by the
door and came back out.
He was still there, rummaging through the trash. I worked the bolt
and fed a cartridge in and aimed at the place where you kill bears and
began to squeeze. In raw anger, I began to take up the four pounds of
pull necessary to send death into him. f
And stopped.
Kill him for what?
That thought crept in.
Kill him for what?
For not killing me? For letting me know it is wrong to throw sticks at
four-hundred-pound bears? For not hurting me, for not killing me, I should
kill him? I lowered the rifle and ejected the shell and put the gun away.
I hope Scarhead is still alive. For what he taught me, I hope he lives long and
is very happy, because I learned then—looking up at him while he made up
his mind whether or not to end me—that when it is all boiled down, I am
nothing more and nothing less than any other animal in the woods. ! g

coherent (kI-hîrPEnt) adj.
clear; logical
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AUTHOR’S PURPOSE

Reread lines 100–107.
What emotion is Paulsen
feeling at this point in
the story?

eject (G-jDktP) v. to throw
out from inside
g AUTHOR’S PURPOSE

Reread lines 111–118.
What does Paulsen now
think about his place in
nature?
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